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1. ABSTRACT 
  This paper deals with the Cantonese Pop Song market in the Hong Kong arena.  Hong Kong’s market, same as many in different parts of the world, are faced with serious recession in recent years due to the drastic decrease of record sales in recent years.  Such changes in its ecology give rise to a lot of changes in the music scene.    It is observable that the mode of music reception is different now in comparison with the vibrant years when record selling was the major 
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income source for musicians and music companies.  Online streaming, illegal or legal downloading, movie clips watching in the Internet almost totally replaced the traditional mode of listening to music.  However, changes in response to the downturn of this industry do not only lie in the media and technical side.  There are also changes in music styles observable, which is particularly obvious in Hong Kong.  During the vibrant years of the Cantonese pop music industry in the 80’s and 90’s, the market sees domination of a certain music style, which is further developed and known as “K-songs” in Cantonese.  They are not only consumed for listening, but also as a form of content to sing in Karaoke lounges, which is a very popular past- time during those years.  The number of music labels at that time was very few, though very dominant.  And in the late 90’s, a lot of dynamics happened between record companies, some merged together, and some acquired by other companies.  These “K-song” styles continue to grow as a dominant music style for Hong Kong people throughout the 2000’s, as a form of entertainment for both listening and Karaoke singing.   However, in the recent few years, it is observable that more and more independent music labels evolved, bringing about more and more independent music for the audiences.  They were not bounded by the big 
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players in the industry, but rather gained much freedom in terms of its music styles and mode of operation.  The desire in search for freedom and to break free from existing boundaries and restrictions are not only limited to music in recent years however.  It has, to a certain extent, became a way of living, a new form of culture in Hong Kong, and music has become either a very dominant cultural form on its own, as well as a complementary form in other cultures, such as music cafes.  For this reason, in this paper, I aim to discuss whether or not doing independent music label in Hong Kong is a way out in the Hong Kong music industry in terms of money making as well as non- monetary motives.       
2. INTRODUCTION 
  I have been a huge supporter of Cantonese pop songs.  With waves from the West, Japan, and Korea, bringing highs and lows towards music trends in the world in different periods of time in recent years, I still believe Cantonese pop songs are the ones that mean the most to me.  Born 
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and raised in Hong Kong, it is hard for me to believe that our indigenous, local culture is being perceived as something of a lower rank or an inferior form of culture.  Therefore, I have a special liking and feel a strong attachment to the culture of Cantonese pop music.    As mentioned above, Cantonese pop music had vibrant years in the past decades, but in the recent 10 years, due to the digitization of music in recent years, the music industry is perceived as one that is hard for people to make money.  Personally, I had connections with quite a lot of musicians from the older generation, as well as the ones who are still actively making music in recent years, it is observable that their lives and career paths are vastly different.  Despite of the fact that it is hard to survive in the music industry in Hong Kong in recent years, there are still a lot of young people who are very passionate in becoming musicians, back or front stage alike.  And in recent two or three years, there is an unprecedented trend of busking in Hong Kong, which shows an innovative attitude towards music making and performing.  The trend of independent music is then evolved.  Therefore, I would like to investigate into the future directions of the Hong Kong pop music scenes with regard to independent music.  In this research, I have conducted a qualitative research which based on a number of different parties’ in-depth interviews, some talks on music, and some participant observation of independent music makers.  All these parties cover  
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 In the discussion of pop music, regardless of the context of the geographical location, it is impossible not to include Theodore W. Adorno’s concepts.  Although some other scholars criticized his views, it is also worthy of our attention to evaluate whether or not we should believe in his point of view.   Standardization is an important element in discussion of the dynamics between traditional commercial and independent music.  In Adorno’s The Culture Theory of Popular Music, it is worthy of our attention to note what drives the mode of standardization.  According to Adorno (1989), the chart of song hit is an important one in our advanced and modernized countries.  This is because in the modernized world, song hits place the music into a certain position, and musicians or music companies are trying to adhere to the chart in order to be part of the group as a welcomed and popular product.  However, song hit is not something organic, but is defined by overall planning of different media.   As suggested by Adorno (1991), another reason for standardization is profit motive.  In the commercial world, it is without doubt that this is the driving force.  However, this is the main reason that I 
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am interested in carrying out this research on this issue to understand whether or not independent music works the same way as commercial music.  As suggested by Adorno, the culture industry is operated on profit-making motive.  As a result, when all record companies, musicians or artistes hope to earn the most money, standardization will happen.  This then leads to a corrupted market of the culture industry.  This is the part I am questioning most, because I think there is a gap between profit making and standardization.  In the modern times at present, standardization may not be the most effective way in making the most money.  However still, there is still a very intense struggle between standardized music and non-standardized ones.   The dynamics of money and pop music is further elaborated with the concept of commodity.  It is suggested that if music has profit motive, then the end product to be achieved is money, but not music alone.  If this is the direction, then music is only a channel or a tool to achieve money, then music alone is not valued if it cannot be used to make money.  This pessimistic argument has been in my mind for a long time, I would really like to investigate whether or not this belief still exists in Hong Kong, because if people just hope to make money out of music, I doubt how would there be more and more buskers appearing in our community.   Another concept closely related to standardization is the shaping of taste, as suggested by Wong (1997).  It has been long debated whether pop music is shaped by audience or music makers.  As Frankfurt school 
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believes, commodity fetishism is reflected from the culture industry.  It is believed that preferences and taste are not decided by the masses, and their desires and consciousness are inculcated rather than actively decided by themselves.  It is passively acted on them to a level that the people do not know how to distinguish between true desires and needs or false ones.  They become unconscious of realizing what they actually want or need or what is actually going on.  This is also reiterated by Adorno (1991), that the masses are the secondary, rather than primary, they are calculated and act as machines, rather than the active party making choices.  They are the objects but not subjects, they are shaped, but not shaping.   Furthermore, Adorno (1991) also suggested that in the arena of culture industry, consciousness is replaced by conformity.  It is under capitalism that audience became passive and dependent, because their ego-weakness will get influenced and exploited by promotion and different strategies in the world of capitalism.  The power of the culture industry rests in the hands of capitalists rather than the audience.   It could then be argued whether these concepts still exist, especially under the era of technology where the masses seem to have more power in making decisions.  As suggested by Walter Benjamin (1936) in The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, technology is a vital element in mass production.  Such a new method of reception is different from the previous time without technology, and the masses will 
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become more democratic, or even experts in art appreciation.  Creation would then become a process based on the collective instead of individual.  And finally, collective aesthetic and taste will be achieved.  This perspective of looking at culture and technology seems more optimistic and appealing in a nutshell, that people can be finally freed from their unconsciousness of being manipulated and exploited, and gain their autonomy to decide for themselves.  This is another very interesting point to look at in the issue of independent music, since it is debatable whether or not there is total freedom in music taste decision or not.   The question of pseudo-individualization then comes in.  As suggested by Adorno (1992), standardization in the culture industry is so strong that music listeners will not know whether or not they are having total freedom in choosing what to listen, and are manipulated to believe that they actually have the freedom.  However, the fact is that what they listen are actually pre-digested and are listened for them already.  Therefore, the freedom in choosing what music to listen still rests in the area where the market has already pre-picked something for the listeners.  As a result, the seemingly open market as benefited from technology is actually not totally open and free.    The above shows that the music definitely can be seen as an industry, because it is not a random art form, there are a lot of calculations and other concerns involved.  Similarly for Hesmondhalgh (2002), creativity is something social, collaborative, and complex.  It is not 
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just something produced by one person not affected by other people or trends in society.   Hesmondhalgh (2002) advocates a very interesting dynamic between standardization and diversity in the creative industry which is applicable in the current Cantonese pop songs market.  He believes that proliferation of a certain cultural product does not mean diversity.  For example, the more concentrated the firm ownership is, there will be less diversity.  Proliferation could somehow mean multiplicity that is meaningless but not real diversity.   It is believed that there are also other variables that are unquantifiable, that fails to link proliferation and diversity up.  In the condition of music, there are also many angles to look at and investigate whether or not it is diversified or not, which is not even limited to lyrics and melodies.  For example, producing and mixing styles are often neglected by us.   Hesmondhalgh (2002) also suggested that when there is decreasing concentration of creative products in general, innovation and diversity will increase.   This could be reflected from the situation in the 1980s onwards, during the neo-network era, where the cultural industries have new strategies in fragmenting cultural products and focusing more on niche- marketing.  The intention is no longer to seek homogenization in popular culture and to achieve profitable ends regardless of diversity.  This is one of the main reasons why I am interested in carrying out this research. 
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  Apart from this, Hesmondhalgh (2002) also believes that there are changes in the cultural scene that is moving closer and closer to the center of economic action.  Economic models could be observable in the cultural world.  Organization of this cultural “business” includes conglomeration, competition, alliance, partnership, joint-venture, etc.  More small to medium companies are set up, and there are more and more complex relations between different companies, ranging from different scales and nature.  Conglomeration of cultural industries could also be found across national borders with help of advancement in communication technology.   Marketing and policy making are also vital in the cultural industry.  As suggested by Hesmondhalgh (2002), these regulations are also carried out at a global and international level.  Cultural policy is constantly changing, since audience taste becomes more complex and there is also quickened turnover of audience taste.  The niche market also demands more research and investigation.  Also, there is an increase in amount of advertising that leads to the growth of cultural industries.    Wong (2010) uses the word “indies” and “majors” to define the dominant and niche market.  He defines “local majors” as those under music companies and corporations in the business of pop music, both referring to international and local corporations; while “underground” or “indie” music is the alternative.  
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 Wong (2010) believes that the music industry, specifically the majors, are suffering from a downturn.  As shown from the Hong Kong: 
Music Industry Retail Values 1991-2007, the total retain values (in US dollar) increases from 96.5 million to 231.5 million from 1991 to 1996.  Then it drops constantly from 174.8million to 73 million from 1997 to 2007.    Wong (2010) suggests that the reason contributing to this drop is the primarily due to digitalization of music.  Digital copying technology has been quickly developing after the mid 1990s, which is in line with the figure above of the fall of retail values.  Therefore, serious issues of CD piracy in Hong Kong is observable after the mid 1990s.  Another reasons leading to the fall of the figure is due not only to the political history of Hong Kong in 1997, but also the economic setback driven by the Asian financial crisis.  By the 21st century, the figure continues to go down because of the advancement in digital file-sharing.  Given that Hong Kong’s technological infrastructure is one of the most advanced in the Asian region, it is therefore not surprising to note about the change of Hong Kong’s music industry.  Despite of the above pessimistic figure of the fall of the majors, it is argued by Wong (2010) that digitization has benefitted the indies.  It is because they are not usually signed by big corporations, so their form of music distribution is rather independent.  Having technological advancement means granting these indie artists more opportunities in making, distributing and sharing their music.  For 
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this reason, I am very interested in knowing whether indie and commercial music face that much difference in its direction in near future.      
4. METHODOLOGY 
 
4.1.1. Interviews 
a. Miss Flora Kwong, Director of Wow Music As the community partner of this project, I have done several in-depth interviews with Miss Flora Kwong, the Director of Wow Music.    Wow Music is a music label that was established in 2007, that produces pop music throughout Hong Kong, Asia and internationally.  Local Hong Kong artists from Wow Music include Sugar Club (A singer group of one male and one female artist), Takki Wong (An emerging female singer-songwriter), 3Think (A male group established in 2010, comprises of 7 members), etc.  Taiwan artists from Wow Music include S.H.E. (A popular female group of 3 members), Fahrenheit (A very popular male group of 4 members), Olivia Ong (A female artist famous for Bossa Nova type of songs), Yoga Lin (A popular singer-songwriter), etc.   
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Due to the company structure of Wow Music that does not only target local pop music, it is of great significance that Miss Kwong gave me huge insight into the difference in the Taiwan and Hong Kong market, and the directions that these two markets are approaching.  Moreover, since the music styles of local artists from Wow Music are positioned between a traditional ballad type as well as a more unique and non-traditional type, it is therefore worth investigating how Wow Music stands in the pop music arena in Hong Kong.  Miss Kwong gave very comprehensive account for her company’s objectives and ways of operation, which is of great importance in investigating the demarcation between independent and commercial music.  
b. DSU, A New male group under Wow Music Thanks Miss Flora Kwong for organizing the meeting with this new male group, DSU.  They provided me with a very comprehensive picture of how the music market works as a first-hand participant in the music industry.  
c. Mr Anthony Chow, Senior Promotion Manager of Wow Music Mr Anthony Chow provided me with very detailed explanation of the marketing strategy in promoting and packaging of their artists in their company.  Since marketing and money making aspects as very significant in nature in differentiating between commercial and independent music, Mr Anthony Chow made use of DSU as an example and explained how to make this group work in the local music market. 
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e. Mr Victor Tse, Music producer, One of the founders of Musicbee “Musicbee” was established in 2015, as a crowd funding platform for independent musicians to promote their music and for funds accumulation in music production.  The interview was conducted a few months after the setting up of the platform, so this gave a review of how the platform went in reality.  Personally, Mr Tse is a music composer and producer, so he could be in a position that understands clearly how the music industry works.  
f. Mr Dominic Chu, Music composer and producer  Mr Chu is an emerging musician in Hong Kong.  His song styles are always in the form of ballads, which has been considered to be the more commercial and karaoke song style.  His position could contribute to the commercial music side in the following discussion.  
4.1.2. Methodology- Talks 
a. Mr Chet Lam, Crowdfunding: Music Entrepreneurship and Creative 
Empowerment  This talk is conducted a few weeks before the setting up of Musicbee, so this talk gave us an introduction into the concept and plans of Musicbee.  Together with the interview with Mr Victor Tse, these two means contribute to knowing the goal and the initial result of the crowd- funding platform.  This acts in a way as to understand whether or not doing independent music is utopian or will finally possibly work. 
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b. Mr Dominic Chu, Soul of Music  This talk is a very general one that talks about the music industry in Hong Kong.  Mr Chu unveiled a lot of insiders’ news and information on how to survive in the current situation, for example, he provided us with statistics on the amount of money they receive when a song is plugged in different media channels, or from online streaming, or from record selling.  He also told about the career path of musicians, and the survival of a music career.  
4.1.3. Methodology- Participant observation 
a. DSU, Recording in Q2 studio  I have attended a recording session of the new group from Wow Music, DSU.  They were recording a theme song for a charity project, and this gave me some insight into how they usually work.    
4.2. Significance  This research is significant in understanding more about the Hong Kong pop music industry in recent few years, since there are a lot of changes to the ecology of this industry, which are very unprecedented, and are interrelated with a lot of institutional and societal factors.  Since such changes take place only in the recent two or three years, there are not a lot of existing literature on this issue.  For this reason, this research can act as an update for the current situation in the year 2015.  
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5. FINDINGS 
 
Independent vs commercial music – definition (Mr Chu)  As suggested by Mr Chu, he believes that the definition of independent and commercial artists is simple.  However, there are much more complications in defining commercial music and independent music melodies, as well as commercial lyrics and independent type lyrics.  It is also interesting that he thinks we can say independent artists, but it is so rare to say the music they produced are called independent music.  He thinks it is easier to understand if we call them indie music.    Independent musicians are those not supported by any record companies, or they themselves made up the company.  They are usually promoted through social media channels, such as Youtube, Soundcloud and Facebook page.  In contrast, commercial artists are those supported by company, who has back up staff to help with production and promotion.  In this sense, they are about the company structure, but not on song styles.   However, he believes that definition of indie music and ballads are not with the same classification.  Commercial music usually have to stick to boundaries that are govern by music theories and trends.  However, indie music does not have such concern.  He explodes the fallacy of 
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attributing indie music to the music produced by independent artists, and ballads as produced by commercial artists.  He believes that independent artists can do ballad types of song, and commercial artists can also do indie type of music.  He believes this kind of crossing is getting more and more popular in recent years.   The difference in lyrics is also a key to the definition of this issue.  People usually attribute commercial lyrics to those that are related to love issues, while lyrics in indie music could be anything, without boundaries.  And many of the indie lyrics are even related to politics or include foul language.   However, indie lyrics could sometimes be found in commercial melodies too.  He cited Kay Tse as an example, with her newest album 
Kontinue including many songs related to politics.  However, some of those songs are having a traditional ballad melody, while some are indie.  The production team of these different songs shows distinction in song directions.  Mr Chu further comments that the production team of Ronald Ng, who is the very famous ballads producer, is definitely very different from My Little Airport’s, the very famous indie music producer.  However, both of these production exists in the same album, and both songs are related to politics, showing Kay’s very fluid direction of commercial and indie music types, and there is no essential linkage between how commercial or independent the artist, melody and lyrics are. 
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 Mr Chu further elaborated that such kind of crossing is not static, and is constantly changing.  He cited Denise Ho as an example of changing from commercial to independent artist.  It is just like a normal person switching jobs.  Another example he used is Robynn and Kendy.  In contrary to Denise Ho, Robynn and Kendy started as independent artists, then were signed by big record companies.  During their independent times, they sang more cover songs, but then when they are signed by Universal Music, they have more original songs.  He suggests that the difference between the two is that the music quality, such as the arrangement and mixing, gets better when they are signed by big label.  However, their popularity does not show much difference.   LMF is another example that shows an artist in a big commercial label who does not do total commercial music, since LMF belongs to Warner company, but their song melodies and lyrics are both non-commercial.  Many of their songs include foul language which is a taboo in the commercial market.  
Independent vs commercial music – definition (Mr Tse) When asked Mr Tse what he thinks about the dynamics of independent and commercial music, he believes that it is very hard to define them, since the directions of both and the music market is pretty narrow.  He compares the Hong Kong market with the overseas market, and suggests that there are no differences in song styles between independent and commercial music.  Whether the artist is supported by 
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big companies or not, their music styles are pretty similar.  Their only difference is the way of management.    As a situation in Hong Kong, he believes that the distinction between independent and commercial music are getting blurred in recent years in terms of song styles, which is going nearer to the situation in overseas.  The song style difference exists between the two types of music, but only in a very subtle form, in a sense that independent music does not cater for the masses.  The more distinct difference between commercial and independent music lies within the management.  He defines commercial music as those produced under the big labels or the big four, while independent music is not supported by these big labels and therefore have less burden and restrictions, and can be more flexible.  Mr Tse believes that there is no fixed boundary between independent and commercial music.  It is just a structural marking, but has nothing to do with music types.  Also, the ecology in the music industry in Hong Kong changes so quickly that it is hard to say what style or what genre of music is easier or more difficult to survive.  He believes the response to changes is quick enough, but it does not mean sustainable or workable.  When the selling of records no longer work, streaming picks it up.  However, the case of Taylor Swift in rejecting steaming channels show that streaming is actually not a sustainable way of music selling.  The case is applicable not only limited to the Western countries, but in 
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Hong Kong as well.  All music types need a clearer direction, not just limited to independent ones.  
Format of independent labels (Miss Kwong)  According to Miss Kwong, they believe independents can be idols too, and how to make an artist become an idol is a concern when considering whether or not to sign an artist in their company.  Even for artists who do not aim for a commercial style, Miss Kwong believes that marketing strategies are important, and at least, the looks of the artists cannot be too unrecognizable.  They have to be able to go commercial.  Their packaging may look a bit raw, but it does not mean it is without packaging strategies.  A less-is-more strategy is usually used for these less commercial artists.   When it comes to the operation of a less commercial record label, Miss Kwong believes that artists can have more freedom in decision.  Regarding music production, producer will guide them, but for sure giving them adequate freedom.  In terms of marketing, their company will package their artists according to their original style, but will not try to make drastic changes.  
How independent artists emerge (Mr Tse) As one of the founders in Musicbee, Mr Tse believes the initiative to start up a crowd funding platform for music in Hong Kong is more than vital.  He suggests that through crowd funding campaign, it can act as the 
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first step for independent artists to get entry into the music career.  The reason why they set up such crowd funding concept in Hong Kong is because it is very popular in the overseas market, but when Hong Kong people try to put their songs into the overseas crowd funding sites, it is hard to judge whether they are good or not, appropriate or not, since these independent musicians always get rejected.  As a result, they would like to use Musicbee to help these independent music makers to take their first step.  The goal of Musicbee is to support independent artists, so as according to Mr Tse, they would not select and filter any artists or music or pick a certain style for their platform, as it is a neutral platform.  They will launch the project as long as the artist’s proposal is complete.  The objective of Musicbee is to work with as much variations and varieties as possible, and there is no restriction on styles.  For example, they have a new project launched with the artist, Prune Deer, which is only an instrumental band, with no vocal parts.  And they will also accept commercial styles of music.  Mr Tse said that even if Jacky Cheung applies for crowd funding in their company, they will also accept it.  
Commercial or independent – as start up (Mr Chu)  Mr Chu believes that it is not a question easily answered whether independent or commercial music is easier as a start up.  He believes that when it comes to sharing of your music, it is easier for independent musicians, because they can just upload it to Internet or perform music 
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busking on street.  Also, independent musicians do not have to face too many constraints from the company, and are not bound by marketing concerns.  Therefore, it is not easy for people to know your music even if you are an independent musician.   However, to be able to go popular, Mr Chu believes that through signing yourself to big companies, you can be allocated more resources in promotion and performance, so it will be a much quicker way to go famous.  He quoted the example of a rather popular busking group, JL 
Music, which comprises of a number of members who busk every week in Causeway Bay.  It has been established for around four years, but their number of followers on Facebook is only around 6000.  He said, in contrast, if you are signed by big record companies, it is just possible to gain that number of followers in a month or even shorter.  Therefore, he believes sharing of music and getting famous are two different issues when discussing about starting up.  
The first step in becoming an artist ( Ms Kwong) 
 As the director of Wow Music, she knows too clear the ways in which normal people can become artists.  From her experience, a lot of these opportunities are given to buskers.  For example, the Sugar Club is comprised of two members, who were discovered when they were busking.  Another male group, 3Think was signed by Wow Music finally because these members were so passionately asking Wow Music to sign them.  They first sent Wow Music their demos, but Wow Music did not 
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really want to sign them at first.  Then they kept on inviting Miss Kwong to their performances.  It was their passion which touched Wow Music, and decided to give them a try.  Ms Kwong believes that this is just impossible to happen in the big labels, because they would not give that much chances to experimental projects.  Big Labels will not be willing to try something unsure of their gains. 
 
Independent vs commercial record company- survival (Miss Kwong)  Miss Kwong believes that the path for commercial artists is easier, since they always have bigger shows, and often gain much money from being spokesperson or be in advertisements, because they go popular very easily.  Yet for singer song-writers or independent artists, it is very hard to survive, and there are just very few singer song-writers who can go popular.   Miss Kwong also believes that Wow Music works very differently as compared with the big labels.  They work more like artist management company than merely a record label.  They are very fans-oriented.  For instance, they will offer direct service to members in fan club, they will send out newsletters to their members, and they will also produce singles that are only exclusively purchasable through fan club.  
Independent vs commercial music- survival (Mr Tse) He suggests that key point to whoever that survives depends a lot of the way of promotion and gaining noise from public, which may not 
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necessarily be related to monetary terms.  For instance, small companies or even independent producers can make a video with very high hit rate, which can even surpass that of the big labels.   The only difference he believes that makes big labels’ paths smoother is that they can have more resources in promotion.  However, Mr Tse does not believe that money is the only resources for successful promotion.  Ideas, talents and creativity are always the more effective means.  Another point worth investigating is whether the ultimate goal of artists under Musicbee is to be promoted to the commercial arena, since people usually have impression that commercial music is the one that you can earn.  He suggests that Musicbee is just a neutral platform, so they have no responsibility in pushing artists to whichever direction.  They are only providing a channel for people to reach more music, to be more open to musical options available.  And he believes that going towards the commercial side is not a goal of music making.  He thinks Hong Kong nowadays could accept variations and coexistence of these types of music.  He quotes the example in the overseas music industry, saying that Bruno Mars started as a team of people making music in the studio.  Given that their music is of good quality, they are signed by big labels afterwards, yet their music style makes no difference.    
Commercial or independent – survival (Mr Chu) 
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 Another updated example that Mr Chu suggests is Juno Mak.  He suggests that when speaking of Juno Mak’s songs, most people would recall the song Unforgivable (耿耿於懷), No One (沒有人)and Blur (濛).  These are all of traditional ballads type of song.  No one seems to know that Juno actually has a lot of other very indie style songs in his life.  Mr Chu believes that it is just too hard to make it a great hit if the melody is not easily consumed.   Then he further talked about Juno’s new duet song with Kay Tse in 2015, which gained a lot of attention and has even gone viral in the internet during the first few days when the song is released.  This song is a trilogy with two of Juno’s other songs published earlier in his career, with the oldest one published in 15 years ago.  Therefore, it creates an entire story that seems to stretch over for more than 10 years.  All these three songs are traditional ballad types, but most people, however show their love of this trilogy because of the lyrics.  Regardless of this, Mr Chu suggests that if these songs were of indie styles, he is sure it will not receive that much attention, because people simply are more inclined to things that are easy to consume, which is usually of the commercial style.   A further remark made by Mr Chu is that, no matter you are doing commercial or independent music, it is still hard to survive in the current situation, with not even earning a few cents for each online- streamed songs.  It is just too hard to make a living out of the music industry.  
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Audience, market, musician (Miss Kwong) 
 Miss Kwong believes that for usual commercial artists, whether people like your song or not depends more on who you are, instead of the song in itself.  However, for singer song- writer, whether people like them or not depends more on the song than on the person.  Therefore, it is very hard for singer song- writers to change their styles too drastically according to the trend.  
Audience, market, musician (Mr Tse)  When asked who leads the music market in Hong Kong, audience, or musicians or the cultural industry, Mr Tse believes that we are still in the midst of searching.  He suggests that the commercial majors and the independent music are having a very intense dynamic in the current market.  The independent market is getting bigger than ever, and the commercial market is receiving the biggest challenger ever.  He believes it is not entirely cause and effect between the two, but just simply coexisting together at this time.  He cites the example of Sony music in promoting the project of O.U.R. Works.  As its name suggests, it focuses on producing 
original,unique and refreshing music, comprising of 4 artist units including Shandy Gan, Lilian Wong, Lil’ Ashes and Trekkerz.  They have not been intensively promoted like commercial artists and they are not packaged like traditional commercial idols.  They cater for special taste.  Mr Tse further believes that the intention of Sony Music to produce such a non-commercial like group might be due to the fact that they no longer 
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believe the traditional commercial music market works best in our society now.   Mr Tse further suggests that the key of Musicbee as regard to the issue of who directs the music trend and taste is that their platform could empower people to decide for their own desired type of music, but not only following what is said or recommended by other people or media channels.  Therefore listeners’ role changes from the passive to the active, as they can support whichever units they want  
Commercial or independent – as a producer’s role  Mr Chu has produced music for both independent as well as artists from big labels.  He believes there are a lot of difference in the procedure and styles when producing artists from these two realms.   When producing artists from big labels, thee are much more constraints.  They have to be sure of public taste and perceptions before taking each step.  Nothing can be experimental.  He cited an example of an artist who asked him to write a song of a specific genre without letting the record company to know.  Upon completion of the melody, the artist loved it very much, but then this song reaches their boss, it is rejected straight after.  Since it does not suit the record company’s taste, it will not be published no matter how much the artist likes it.  Artists’ bargaining power is very low.  If the artist has a specific image, it can hardly be changed to other styles.  If the artist’s songs are of a particular style, it is 
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almost impossible to find song tracks of different styles.  Preservation of an artist’s image is also important, for example, some artists are allocated to act in dramas, while some have to be spokesperson of different products.  Artists cannot decide for what they actually want.  Their identity is important and is preserved by the record company.   In contrast, being independent artist can have much more freedom.  For example, he produced an artist from Hey Boy Music, which is an independent music label that is not active.  The artist had autonomy in giving directions, like music reference.  The artist and the company will discuss the song together, instead of taking a top-down approach from the boss to the artist.  There can be more variety in tracks in an album, and the artist’s identity is much freer that she can do anything, including performance that involves political stance.  
The past and future of Hong Kong’s music direction (Miss Kwong)  Media has been a vital tool in music promotion.  However, how music is promoted is different in different period of time.  Miss Kwong said during the age when radio is still very popular, many radio stations can push a song to go popular together, so one song can become a very big hit with collective effort.  However, she believes that the radio channels are very separated nowadays, for example, Commercial Radio like to promote newer artists, while RTHK are more inclined to older songs, and Metro Radio depends more on other favourable terms.  Moreover, Miss Kwong also believes that these radio channels are focusing much less on 
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music, but more on talk shows now, therefore exposure of music is much less comparatively.   It has been always argued that Internet and social media can be the new method of song plugging.  However, Miss Kwong does not agree with this.  She believes that Youtube and social media sites can never replace radio, because they off-track musical appreciation and hit rate is not a parameter in judging whether a song is popular or good or not.  Videos having high hit rates only symbolize it can create noise, such as those anti-government, so it has nothing to do with the quality of the music.   
The past and future of Hong Kong’s music direction (Mr Chu)  Mr Chu believes that in the recent ten years, more and more people are listening to overseas music, within which, more and more through online streaming.  Moreover, lyrics becomes more and more important as he believes that Internet and social media make people be more emotional and sensitive.  In terms of the indie and commercial dynamics, Mr Chu is certain that there are more indie bands and artists now.  This is not only because of technology which made music sharing common, but also due to the change of tastes.  People are getting bored with commercial type of music, and such opinion goes too quickly and reaches too many people.  As a result, more and more people try to pay more attention to non-mainstream cultural products.  
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 As further suggested by Mr Chu, even in the commercial arena, it is obvious that commercial music faces some changes too, with broadening of styles that are no longer only ballads.  Styles such as synth pop, R&B and pop rock are getting more and more accepted among the public.  Such a process is gradual yet subtle.  The public need not reach this other side of music through a totally different angle, as the commercial labels try very carefully in its marketing that the public are not too aware that they are listening to something different from what they used to.   In the future, Mr Chu believes that co-existence of commercial and independent music will coexist, and the line between the two will get blurred even more.  With more and more independent artists being signed by commercial labels, musicians realize that it is possible to turn your interest into a career, therefore, the unprecedented busking culture will continue to blossom.  He believes that this is just the start of the wave, still a long way to go.     
6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 The above shows both the perspectives of existing literature and respondents’ perspectives regarding the issue of independent and commercial music. 
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6.1 Definition  It is undeniable that when there is difference in definition of some key ideas, it is hard to come to terms with the same answer.  Wong (2010) believes that indies refers to underground music, where majors refer to those belonging to big companies.  However, Chu (2015) believes that artists, lyrics and melodies all have different definitions in discussing independent music, and they can be interchangeable.  Tse (2015) believes that the line between the two are blurred so there is no substantial definition for both.   I believe way of defining indies as underground music and majors as those with company back up is way to simple in the current music market.  Possibly because of the hardship of surviving in this industry, record companies, artists and production team members are all struggling in finding a way out.  Therefore, even for the majors, they can try to move closer to the indies’ direction, knowing that doing commercial production ways with commercial music for commercial artists no longer work.  I am impressed by the definition that Chu (2015) provided, that indie or major music include slight difference and all these minute differences make up the dynamics of changing the entire music ecology in Hong Kong.  
6.2 Standardization  
 Adorno (1989) believes that the point of standardization is a key element in the popular music industry.  He stresses the importance of 
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song hit in churning out songs that can cater for the song hit taste.  This sounded pessimistically money-oriented, but fortunately Kwong (2015) suggested that the artists in her company can do something more experimental instead of just following the hit songs trend.  I do not think song hit is that significant in nowadays society, because radio stations’ award presentation ceremonies have always been criticized for being unfair, and different channels simply have different standards in their prize presentation.  As Kwong (2015) suggested, in the previous days, radio channels can push a song together, so it is unavoidable for different stakeholders to make the song hit chart as their aim.  However, given the separated market now, and the involvement of social media that everyone can be judges in music critique, song hit charts actually lose its importance now.   Adorno (1991) also believes that under the presence of profit motive, standardization will appear.  However, different respondents hold different beliefs.  Chu (2015) believes that ballads are more popular and welcomed by audience.  Tse (2015) believes that one significant way to be popular is to do something that can create noise, which might not be related to music quality at all.  Kwong (2015) believes that for an artist to gain most profit is to be spokesperson or from advertising something.  From these answers, it could be seen that there is a gap between profit motive and standardization.  Profit motive may lead to standardization, but just to a limited extent.  Ballads still are popular among Cantopop listeners.  However, when indie music are gaining increasing popularity, 
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and when artist doing something not related to commercial music to make noise in social media then in consequence becoming popular, it shows that to achieve profit motive, standardization is not the only way.   Adorno (1991) suggests that the end goal of music is to get money, so music is only a commodity.  However, to Tse (2015), through the concept of crowd funding, the role of music and money are swapped.  It is through accumulation of money that music can be made.  To Chu (2015), if the ultimate goal of music is to make money, then there would not be more and more people busking on streets now.  I do believe it is a dynamic relationship between money and music, since music is hardly made for free.  But whether or not the ultimate goal is money is more of a personal choice than of the nature of music.  
6.3 Shaping of taste and choice of music  It is quite a tough question for most respondents to answer, which is the driving force for music taste.  Wong (1997) believes in pseudo-individualization, where audience is passive.  Similarly for Adorno (1992), music taste is pre-digested for audience.  However, Tse (2015) does not believe so.  He suggests that traditional commercial music no longer work the best, coinciding with Musicbee’s concept for setting up a neutral platform for spreading of any types of music and broadening variety for audience.  In fact, the crowd-funding concept to a certain extent reflects the taste of audience.  If the audience do not like your music, it is unlikely that they will fund your project.  Therefore, the more welcomed is your 
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music, the easier you can accumulate adequate funds.  If the project needs a lot of people to support it, then it can somehow reflect mass taste.   The concept that promotion and marketing strategies leading to conformity is suggested by Adorno (1991), saying that people dare not act differently.  For Kwong (2015), in the bygone days, radio channels will plug a song together, so it is too hard for people not to know those songs.  However, now the media is more segregated, so it is more likely that people do not have to confirm to one single trend.   Walter Benjamin’s (1936) concept that technology makes the world more democratic and audience could become experts easily is applicable to the music arena.  Tse (2015) agrees that crowd-funding concept is a very democratic one, which required technology.  Kwong (2015) believes that the hit rates and comments made in Internet or social media is very influential in shaping the music market nowadays.  Therefore, technology definitely gave audience much choice and involvement.  
6.4 Diversity  Hesmondhalgh (2002) suggests the lack of relation between proliferation of cultural product and diversity.  He believes that proliferation will possibly lead to meaningless imitation instead.  And while there is less concentration, there will be more innovation and diversity.  Tse (2015) believes that diversity can be brought about 
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through crowd funding method, regardless of concentration.  For Musicbee, they can accept proliferated number of new artists from their platform, which should be diversified enough since they accept any types of music.  I do agree with Tse’s (2015) stance, since some projects from Musicbee are very different from the mainstream songs, such as the project by Prune Deer, with more than 6 minute of music without any vocal.   Hesmondhalgh (2002) believes that there is also presence of a niche market in the cultural world.  As suggested by Chu (2015), the market nowadays is more open to innovative things, and therefore, niche marketing could be welcomed.  For example, Juno Mak’s new trilogy song is unprecedented to group a few songs together.  Its marketing strategy is innovative, yet the song style is very mainstream, not in the niche market at all.  What can Juno Mak demonstrate is that niche marketing for niche songs does not work.  As quoted by Chu (2015), indie or niche song styles from Juno Mak is not welcomed, as compared with his commercial songs.  
6.5 Fall of sales  Wong (2015) suggests that digitization benefits indies artists and musicians, regardless of the fall of the total revenue in the music industry.  Tse (2015) also believes that crowd- funding needs technology.  It is with technology that this platform could be spread to the public, together with video and audio clips provided by each of these musicians that made music crowd- funding an unprecedented thing in this era.  It is arguable 
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whether or not technology is a bane or a boon to the music industry.  If there is no fall of revenue of this industry, then musicians may not need to find other ways in sustaining their business.  It is just that digitization is damaging the industry for these near 20 years, yet people are also trying to make use of the advancement of digitization to increase the sales of this industry.  However, it is obvious that the fall is much bigger than the rise.      
7. CONCLUSION 
 In conclusion, it is without doubt that there are lots of dynamics going on in the pop music industry in Hong Kong.  From the above, it could be seen that independent and commercial music is no longer as previously defined, that commercial music connotes to commercial labels, and independent music are produced by independent artists.  The relationship is much more complex and interchangeable as time goes.   It is observable that a lot of findings from out respondents, who are different stakeholders of this industry, are quite different from that presented in the literature.  One of the main reasons is because of the advancement in technology that the previous literature could hardly speculate.  It is through Internet that sharing of music and information 
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could be so vast and quick.  Digitization has been a detrimental issue to the industry since the 1990’s.  However, digitization could also be seen as a benefit if we try to adapt and make the best use of this channel.  It could be seen that involvement of technology in the music industry is getting higher and higher.  It is hoped that the industry can constantly find new ways to survive with technology in the future.   Another dimension that I originally believed would be a significant cause to the change in independent and commercial music is because of the social movement in September 2014 that brought about some cultural impacts.  I believed this movement has driven a lot changes in how people think about culture and society, since there were a lot of artists and self-initiated actions done during the movement that I believe would lead to some changes in how music works in Hong Kong.  It is observable that there are more people busking on streets now, but this may not be really influential to the music industry as a business, so most respondents do not think this is that influential.   It could be expected that there could be even more complex relation towards commercial ballads and underground indies music in the future, because I believe the music culture is no longer controlled by the big companies, but everyone could be a part of it.      
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Appendix 2 
 
謝國維 Victor Tse 
學院顧問 
音樂製作及科技系 總監 
作曲．編曲．監製．音樂科技 
 
謝國維畢業於香港中文大學，早年得到著名音樂人趙增熹和許愿的賞識，簽約
「星工廠」成為合約作曲人。1997年，他參與創作的《做戲》一曲奪得第九屆
CASH流行歌曲創作大賽冠軍。   自2002年成為全職音樂人，主力從事作曲、
編曲及監製工作。至今已製作了近兩百首歌曲作品。作曲作品包括：《時代》
（古巨基）、《襯》（張敬軒）、《我教你分手》、《七百萬人的故事》、
《魔高一丈》（孫耀威）、《人人彈起》、《百試不厭》（Twins）、《時光
機》（小肥）、《送舊迎新》（關心妍）、《夠鐘食藥》（李克勤）、《壞的
好情人》（方力申）、《童謠》、《你好嗎？》（Stephy）、《ASAP》
（SQUARE）、《情投意合》（SKY）、《9A1F》（2R）等。填詞作品包括：
《星月童話》（馮穎琪）、《守護星》（EO2）、《實在亂了》（鄭希怡）
等。編曲作品包括：《妳太善良》（張智霖）、《如果世上沒傻瓜》（方力
申）、《眾傷》（孫耀威）、《化》、《一葉舟》、《同病相愛》（楊千
嬅）、《你不是好情人》、《海底深》（Twins）、《Goodbye》（衛蘭）、
《假想敵》(吳雨霏)、陳慧琳《有血有淚》等。監製作品包括：《負荷》（孫
耀威）、《漂流記》（裕美）等。其他曾合作過的歌手包括：陳小春、藍奕
邦、江若琳、 鄧健泓 等。  謝國維創作的多首作品均獲得廣泛認同。包括
《滄海遺珠》（劉浩龍、謝安琪）、《記得》（劉浩龍）等。2007年，其作品
《思前戀後》(孫耀威) 更於多個頒獎典禮中獲獎，包括《第三十屆十大中文金
曲頒獎典禮 》、《新城勁爆頒獎禮》、《勁歌金曲優秀選》、《Yahoo!Music十
大人氣歌曲》、《Road Show 至尊音樂頒獎禮》及《Sina Music 樂壇民意指數頒
獎禮 》。    除出色的歌曲創作及編曲外，謝國維亦有參與電影、電視、廣
告等之音樂創作。電影配樂作品包括：《37》、《關人7事》、《六樓后座之家
屬謝禮》、《愛情萬歲》、《三分鐘先生》、《甜絲絲》、《擁抱每一刻花
火》、《喜瑪拉雅星》及《美麗酒吧》等。廣告配樂作品有政制及內地事務局 
-  2008立法會選舉 "選擇篇 A" 及 "選擇篇 B" 、嘉頓雪芳蛋糕 - "真鬆軟篇" 及 
Honda Acura - "Heat is On"等。 
音樂製作以外，謝國維亦有參與多樣音樂有關工作。他現同時任教於伯樂音樂
學院身兼學院顧問及音樂科技學院總監。             
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